
Track Key Metrics & Train More Effectively
Improve your shot consistency with 20 key metrics:

Understand your golf strengths and areas for improvement when using the 
Driving Range mode; which tracks stats for each club and shows a shot 
dispersion chart based on estimated ball flight. 

KEY FEATURES
& BENEFITS

� club head speed
� club face angle
� club path angle
� face to path
� attack angle
� ball speed
� launch angle
� launch direction

� backspin
� sidespin
� spin axis
� spin rate
� apex height
� smash factor
� carry distance
� total distance
� deviation distances
(total & carry in % and yards) 



Driving Range Mode
� Shows user all metrics the R10 measures after 

each shot
� Option to configure this to speak out loud any 

metric they want, silence it, or pipe it through a 
headset

� Show shot dispersion chart based on 
estimated ball flight

� Track stats for each club and save them as 
practice sessions

� NOTE: The club performance section in the 
golf app will include these stats during a driving 
range mode session. They will NOT be 
combined with the club stats recorded during 
actual rounds (via watch or CT10 sensors); 
which allows a user to compare their range vs 
course shots. 



See metrics in REAL TIME!



Monitor how each club is performing!



Record Video Clips
See and analyze your own swing with automatically 
recorded video clips that include the metrics of that 
swing
Features your real stats overlaid on each shot 

Video is recorded on the phone using the app ± where 
you place the phone determines the shot angle

KEY FEATURES
& BENEFITS



Includes Phone Mount
Included phone mount easily attaches to a golf bag for 
better viewing and easier interaction with the Garmin Golf 
app. 

Also can be used to display phone without clipping as a 
kickstand

KEY FEATURES
& BENEFITS





Garmin Golf App ² Free Features
Users will continue to get all current features of the app for free!
� Participate in weekly leaderboards by uploading scorecards
� Create tournaments and invite friends
� Performance Stats (strokes gained analysis)

¾Must have a compatible Garmin device and/or CT10 Club tracking sensors

What is new with Approach R10 & still free?

� See your training performance stats in real-time or review later 
¾This includes club performance during a driving range session

� View your recorded videos for swings and see associated metrics



Garmin Golf App - Premium
NEW: Subscription Service  Î Monthly: $9.99   Annually: $99.99

HOME TEE HERO
Play virtual rounds on over 42,000 courses 
around the world and take part in a weekly 
tournament with scores posted to our global 
leaderboard on the Garmin Golf app. 

� Up to 4 players can compete at 1 time on 
the same R10

� 3D course maps to show players position 
& ball flight within the app

� Weekly Tournament course will be pre-
determined (usually following where PGA 
is playing that week)

� Scores posted on global leaderboard
� R10 customers will not be competing 

against G80 customers

STORE VIDEO CLIPS

Store video clips of your shots in 
the cloud to view across multiple 
devices

30 day free trial to try 
before you buy the 
premium content. 

$12.99 CAD $129.99 CAD


